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Abstract: Multi-label classification has become a research hotspot in data mining technology. Its research 

results are widely used in various fields, such as image and video semantic annotation, functional genome, 

music emotional classification and marketing guidance etc. So far, researchers have proposed a variety of 

multi-label classification algorithms. This paper aims to provide a review on integrated multi-label classification 

algorithm and emphatically introduces integrated multi-label classification algorithm IMLCA proposed by us. 

Finally, it summarizes the problems and challenges in the current research and looks forward to the development 

trend in this field. 
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1. Introduction 

Classification, as one of the important research topics in the field of data mining, is to analyze and 

study known category samples to predict unknown category samples. The traditional classification is mainly 

single-label classification, that is, each sample belongs to only one category. In practice, however, a sample can 

have multiple categories at the same time. For example, in document classification [1-4], each document may 

belong to multiple predefined topics. In image classification [5-8], each picture may have different semantics, 

and in bioinformatics [9-11], each gene may have multiple functions simultaneously. This led to the study of 

multi-label learning [12-14]. With the application of multi-label classification more and more widely, 

multi-label classification has gradually become a hot spot in the international machine learning field. After 

nearly ten years of development, multi-label classification technology has been widely applied in bioinformatics, 

medical diagnosis, scene classification, music emotion classification [15-18] and other fields. Therefore, the 

study of multi-label classification has important theoretical and practical significance. So far, researchers have 

proposed a variety of multi-label classification algorithms.  

2. Types of Multi-Label Classification Algorithms 

At present, a large number of multi-label classification algorithms have been proposed. The 

literature[19] divides them into three categories: problem conversion method, algorithm adaptive method and 

integration method. 

Problem transformation method: the main idea of it is to transform the learning of multi-label data into 

one or more single-label data, which is not restricted by specific algorithms. Label powerset (LP) algorithm [20], 

and Binary relevance (BR) algorithm [21] are commonly used for problem transformation. Since there are many 

mature algorithms in single label data mining, such as support vector machine, Bayesian classifier, k-nearest 

neighbor method, etc., we can continue to use these traditional methods to solve multi-label problem by 

transforming multi-label problem into single label problem.  
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Algorithm adaptation method: it is to directly improve some existing single label data learning 

algorithm, so that it can adapt to the processing of multi-label data. For example, the method based on support 

vector, the method based on BP neural network, the method based on probability generation model, etc. These 

algorithms have been successfully applied in many fields such as document classification, bioinformatics and 

scene classification.  

Integrated method: it is a multi-label classification method based on problem transformation or 

algorithm adaptive. Common integration methods based on problem transformation include RAKEL[22] and 

ECC[23]. RAKEL method is to randomly select appropriate samples from LP transformed data to train the 

corresponding classifier, and then integrate all classification results as multi-label classification results. The 

ECC method first integrates the classification results of all classifiers, and then uses threshold method to select 

relevant labels as the labels of unknown data. The ensemble method based on the algorithm adaptive method is 

usually based on the algorithm adaptive acquired multi-label classifier. For example, RF-PCT and RF-MLC4.5 

are integrated methods that use PCTs and MLC4.5 as base classifiers, respectively. Due to the advantages of 

integrated methods in reducing over fitting and dealing with unbalanced data, it can be well applied to multi 

label classification problems and improve the overall performance. Therefore, the following focuses on the 

research status of integrated multi label classification algorithm. 

 

3. Integrated Multi-Label Classification Algorithms 

3.1 Rakel   

The Random k-label-sets (RAKEL) algorithm is a combination of LP methods, which are trained as 

training sets for each LP classifier using a small subset of random labels in a collection of tags.First randomly 

select a subset of labels containing k labels, as the algorithm conversion method LP algorithm training set 

training, get m LP classifiers.Finally, by counting the number of votes for the corresponding labels for each sub 

class per, sort all labels according to the voting rate, and filter through thresholds to get the most relevant 

categories as the final predicted results for the sample to be predicted. The algorithmic process is as shown in 

Fig.1. 

 

This method takes full account of the dependencies between labels and compensates for the lack of 

skew data that the LP method may produce. However, in order to achieve near optimal performance, the method 

must carry out internal cross-testing of input parameters such as subset size, model number, threshold, etc., and 

it is difficult to find the optimal parameters in the case of insufficient training samples. 
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3.2 ECC (Ensembles of Classifier Chains)  

The ECC combined classifier chain algorithm is an improvement on the BR method, which uses the 

CC (Classifier Chains) [24] classifier chain to connect the n two classifiers produced by BR method into a chain, 

in response to the loss of information caused by BR method failure to take into account the link between labels. 

Each time the training sample passes through a wo classifier, the prediction results are added to the sample 

attribute vector and continue to be trained in the next two classifiers. However, because the different order of the 

two classifiers in CC has a great influence on the result, the ECC adopts the CC combination of different label 

sequences produced by several random series to reduce the adverse effects of the individual CC from the 

internal two classifier order ingestion problem. The following is the training and classification process (shown 

in Fig.2 and Fig.3) 

 

Fig.2 The training process 

 

Fig.3 The classification process 

3.3 RF-MLC4.5 and RF-PCT 

ML-C4.5 is an improved algorithm of C4.5 decision tree [25]. Clare et al. Modify the definition 

formula of entropy in the original algorithm to adapt to multi label classification in order to allow multiple 

labels in the leaf nodes of the tree. The modified entropy definition formula is as follows. 

              (1) 

Among them, D represents the training data set and q represents the total number of tags. 

indicates the frequency associated with the label. 

                                                         (2) 
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Predictive clustering trees (PCTs)[26] (PCTs) is the decision tree as a hierarchical clustering. The top 

node corresponds to the cluster containing all the data, and the lower tree node is to divide the data into smaller 

clusters. The PCTs algorithm uses the standard top-down decision tree algorithm. PCTs are instantiated by task 

variance and prototype functions. Therefore, PCTs can deal with a variety of structured output results: 

continuous meta output or discrete variables, and time series constitute clustering. For the prediction of discrete 

tags, the variance function is obtained by calculating the Gini index of the target variable. For a given target 

variable, its prototype function returns a possibility vector. For multi label learning, it returns a possibility 

variable for a given label 

RF-PCT and RF-MLC4.5 algorithm are the integration methods of the above two decision tree 

algorithms (PCTs and ML-C4.5) as the base classifiers, using bagging integration method to obtain the diversity 

of the base classifiers, and changing the feature set in the learning process. Then the base classifier obtains the 

final result by voting. 

 

3.4 IMLCA 

In order to improve the prediction accuracy of multi-label classification algorithm and enhance the 

generalization ability of the algorithm, we propose an integrated IMLCA. In the process of label subset 

selection, this algorithm pays attention to finding the label combination with few times in training set, which 

makes the constructed sub model more representative.  

First of all, based on the balanced K-means clustering method, K label are randomly selected from the 

label set L as the label clustering center, and other label closest to the Euclidean distance of each label center are 

added to the corresponding label set. After each clustering, the label clustering center is recalculated. The 

similar label is clustered into k label clusters, and the size of each clustering label cluster is balanced by 

controlling the upper limit of the size of each tag cluster. 

Then, in the process of model training, one tag was randomly taken out from different tag clusters to 

form k-labelsets. Based on the data set iteration of training set, m LP classifier models are constructed. In the 

training set, there are fewer samples corresponding to the subset of k-labelsets tags composed in this way, which 

makes the trained subclassifier more likely to predict the output tag combination as a negative example (the 

possibility of such tag combination is small), thus obtaining the subclassifier with higher classification accuracy. 

Finally, when predicting the classification, each classifier will get the prediction result of the tag of the unknown 

instance, and predict the tag of the unknown instance by comprehensively calculating the average rating of each 

tag. The IMLCA algorithms are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. 

Input: Number of clusters k, all label collection L, number of loops p  

 

Output: k balance label cluster 
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Fig.4 Label Clustering Process 

 

Input: number of models m, size k of labelsets(tag subset), set L of all tags, training sample set D 

Output: LP classifier combination and corresponding k-labelsets Yi 
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Fig.5 Model training process 

 

Input: unknown instance x, LP classifier hi combination, corresponding k-labelsets Yi, all tag sets L, threshold t 

Output: multi-label classification result vector T 
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Fig.6 prediction classification process 
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4. Existing Problems and Challenges 

Although multi-label data mining has made great progress in the past years, multi-label classification 

algorithm is faced with the following problems. 

(1) Algorithm complexity and prediction accuracy. As the number of models or tags will increase after the 

problem transformation of the multi-label classification algorithm, the algorithm complexity will increase 

significantly when processing the data volume and multi-label data with large tag set size, and meanwhile, the 

prediction accuracy will decrease. Therefore, it is still necessary to find more universally applicable algorithms 

or methods to reduce the computational complexity and improve the prediction accuracy.  

(2) Multi-label data set labeling bottleneck and algorithm generalization ability. A large number of 

annotated samples are needed to construct the model, but the information provided by annotated samples is 

limited. On the other hand, compared with the labeled samples, the unlabeled samples are more easily obtained 

and closer to the data distribution in the whole sample space. Providing as many labeled samples as possible 

requires a lot of time-consuming manual labeling labor, which leads to the bottleneck problem of labeling. At 

the same time, the learning system trained with only a small number of labeled samples often has the 

phenomenon of overfitting, which makes it difficult to make it have a strong generalization ability. Therefore, 

the research on how to train a more generalized model with only a small number of samples still needs to be 

further deepened. 

(3) Data set skew. Through many studies in the field of machine learning, it is found that the distribution of 

data sets about categories is often biased or unbalanced, that is, there may be an order of magnitude difference in 

the number of samples between categories, which is an important factor leading to the unsatisfactory 

classification effect.  

IMLCA uses label clustering to divide the initial label set into label clusters, and then constructs a label 

set by selecting a label from each label cluster to identify the important and infrequent projections in the label 

space. Then we use these new infrequent label sets to form new data to train the corresponding classifier. At the 

same time, in the IMLCA algorithm, in the process of selecting the subset of tags, the mutual exclusion between 

tags is introduced to reconstruct the training data set, so as to improve the classification accuracy of the training 

sub model, thus greatly improving the prediction accuracy and generalization ability of the algorithm. 
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